Abstract
Introduction
Programming is notoriously error-prone. As a consequence, a great number of approaches have been developed to facilitate program error detection. In practice, the programmer often knows certain program properties that must hold in a correct implementation; it is therefore an indication of program errors if the actual implementation violates some of these properties. For instance, various type systems have been designed to detect program errors that cause violations of the supported type disciplines.
It is common in practice that the programmer often knows for some reasons that a particular program should terminate if implemented correctly. This immediately implies that a termination checker can be of great value for detecting program errors that cause nonterminating program ex-* Patially supported by NSF grant no. CCR-0092703 ecution. However, termination checking in a realistic programming language that supports general recursion is often prohibitively expensive given that (a) program termination in such a language is in general undecidable, (b) termination checking often requires interactive theorem proving that can be too involved for the programmer, (c) a minor change in a program can readily demand a renewed effort in termination checking, and (d) a large number of changes are likely to be made in a program development cycle. In order to design a termination checker for practical use, these issues must be properly addressed.
There is already a rich literature on termination verification. Most approaches to automated termination proofs for either programs or term rewriting systems (TRSs) use various heuristics, some of which can be highly involved, to synthesize well-founded orderings (e.g., various path orderings 131, polynomial interpretation [ I] , etc.). While these approaches are mainly developed for first-order languages, the work in higher-order settings can also be found (e.g., [7] ). When a program, which should be terminating if implemented correctly, cannot be proven terminating, it is often difficult for the programmer to determine whether this is caused by a program error or by the limitation of the heuristics involved. Therefore, such automated approaches are likely to offer little help in detecting program errors that cause nonterminating program execution. In addition, automated approaches often have difficulty handling realistic (not necessarily large) programs.
The programmer can also prove program termination in various (interactive) theorem proving systems such as NuPrl [2] , Coq I4], Isabelle [8] and PVS [9] . This is a viable practice and various successes have been reported. However, the main problem with this practice is that the programmer may often need to spend so much time on proving the termination of a program compared with the time spent on simply implementing the program. In addition, a renewed effort may be required each time when some changes, which are likely in a program development cycle, are made to the program. Therefore, the programmer can often feel hesitant to adopt (interactive) theorem proving for detecting program errors in general programming.
We are primarily interested in finding a middle ground. In particular, we are interested in forming amechanism in aprogramming language that allows the programmer to provide key information needed for establishing program termination and then automatically verifies that the provided information indeed suffices. An analogy would be like allowing the user to provide induction hypotheses in inductive theorem proving and then proving theorems with the provided induction hypotheses. Clearly, the challenging question is how such key information for establishing program termination can be formalized and then expressed. The main contribution of this paper lies in our attempt to address the question by presenting a design that allows the programmer to provide through dependent types such key information in a (relatively) simple and clean way.
It is common in practice to prove the termination of recursive functions with metrics. Roughly speaking, we attach a metric in a well-founded ordering to a recursive function and verify that the metric is always decreasing when a recursive function call is made. In this paper, we present an approach that uses the dependent types developed in DML [ 18, 141 to carry metrics for proving program termination. We form a type system in which metrics can be encoded into types and prove that every well-typed program is terminating. It should be emphasized that we are not here advocating the design of a programming language in which only terminating programs can be written. Instead, we are interested in designing a mechanism in a programming language, which, if the programmer chooses to use it, can facilitate program termination verification. This is to be manifested in that the type system we form can be smoothly embedded into the type system of DML. We now illustrate the basic idea with a concrete example before going into further details.
In Figure I , an implementation of Ackerman function is given. The withtype clause is a type annotation, which states that for natural numbers i and j , this function takes an argument of type i n t ( i ) and another argument of type i n t ( j ) and returns a natural number as a result. Note that we have refined the usual integer type i n t into infinitely many singleton types i n t ( a ) for a = 0,1, -1,2, -2,. . . such that i n t ( a ) is precisely the type for integer expressions with value equal to a. We write { i : nat, j : nat} for universally quantifying over index variables i and j of sort nat, that is, the sort for index expressions with values being natural numbers. Also, we write [ k : nat I int (k) for C k : n a t . i n t ( k ) , which represents the sum of all types i n t ( k ) for k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .. The novelty here is the pair ( i , j ) in the type annotation, which indicates that this is the metric to be used for termination checking. We now informally explain how termination checking is performed in this case; assume that i and j are two natural numbers and m and n have types i n t ( i ) and i n t ( j ) , respectively, and attach the metric ( i , j ) to ack m n; note that there are three recursive function calls to ack in the body of ack; we attach the metric (i -1 , l ) to the first ack since m -1 and 1 have types i n t ( i -1) and i n t ( l ) , respectively; similarly, we attach the metric (i -1, k ) to the second ack, where k is assumed to be some natural number, and the metric (i, j -1) to the third a c k ; it is obvious that (i -1 , l ) < ( i , j ) , (i -1, k ) < (i,j) and ( i , j -1) < ( i , j ) hold, where < is the usual lexicographic ordering on pairs of natural numbers; we thus claim that the function ack is terminating (by a theorem proven in this paper). Note that although this is a simple example, its termination cannot be proven with (lexicographical) structural ordering (as the semantic meaning of both addition + and subtraction -is needed).'
More realistic examples are to be presented in Section 5 , involving dependent datatypes [ 151, mutual recursion, higher-order functions and polymorphism. The reader may read some of these examples before studying the sections on technical development so as to get a feel as to what can actually be handled by our approach.
Combining metrics with the dependent types in DML poses a number of theoretical and pragmatic questions. We briefly outline our results and design choices.
The first question that arises is to decide what metrics we should support. Clearly, the variety of metrics for establishing program termination is endless in practice. In this paper, we only consider metrics that are tuples of index expressions of sort nat and use the usual lexicographic ordering to compare metrics. The main reasons for this decision are that (a) such metrics are commonly used in practice to establish termination proofs for a large variety of programs and (b) constraints generated from comparing such metrics can be readily handled by the constraint solver already built for type-checking DML programs. Note that the usual structural ordering on first-order terms can be obtained by attaching to the term the number of constructors in the term, which can be readily accomplished by using the dependent datatype mechanism in DML. However, we are currently unable to capture structural ordering on higher-order terms.
The second question is about establishing the soundness of our approach, that is, proving every well-typed program in the type system we design is terminating. Though the idea mentioned in the example of Ackerman function seems intuitive, this task is far from being trivial because of the presence of higher-order functions. The reader may take a look at the higher-order example in Section 5 to understand this.
We seek a method that can be readily adapted to handle various common programming features when they are added, ' There is an implementation of Ackerman function that involves only primitive recursion and can thus be easily proven terminating, but the point we drive here is that this particular implementation can be proven terminating with our approach. including mutual recursion, datatypes, polymorphism, etc.
This naturally leads us to the reducibility method [ 121. We are to form a notion of reducibility for the dependent types extended with metrics, in which the novelty lies in the treatment of general recursion. This formation, which is novel to our knowledge, constitutes the main technical contribution of the paper.
The third question is about integrating our termination checking mechanism with DML. In practice, it is common to encounter a case where the termination of a function f depends on the termination of another function g, which, unfortunately, is not proven for various reasons, e.g., it is beyond the reach of the adopted mechanism for termination checking or the programmer is simply unwilling to spend the effort proving it. Our approach is designed in a way that allows the programmer to provide a metric in this case for verifying the termination o f f conditional on the termination of g, which can still be useful for detecting program errors.
The presented work builds upon our previous work on the use of dependent types in practical programming [18, 141. While the work has its roots in DML, it is largely unclear, a priori, how dependent types in DML can be used for establishing program termination. We thus believe that it is a significant effort to actually design a type system that combines types with metrics and then prove that the type system guarantees program termination. This effort is further strengthened with a prototype implementation and a variety of verified examples.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We form a language MLt'C in Section 2, which essentially extends the simply typed call-by-value A-calculus with a form of dependent types, developed in DML, and recursion. We then extend ML;" to ML: , ' :
in Section 3, combining metrics with types, and prove that every program in MLF$ is terminating. In Section 4, we enrich ML: , $ with some significant programming features such as datatypes, mutual recursion and polymorphism. We present some examples in Section 5, illustrating how our approach to program termination verification is applied in practice. We then mention some related work and conclude.
There is a full paper available on-line [ 161 in which the reader can find details omitted here.
M L~J
We start with a language ML:", which essentially extends the simply typed call-by-value A-calculus with a form of dependent types and (general) recursion. The syntax for ML,"" is given in Figure 2 .
Syntax
We fix an integer domain and restrict type index expressions, namely, the expressions that can be used to index a type, to this domain. This is a sorted domain and subset sorts can be formed. For instance, we use nut for the subset sort { a : int I a 2 0). We use S(9 for a base type indexed with a sequence of index expressions which may be empty. For instance, bool(0) and bool(1) are types for boolean values false and true, respectively; for each integer i, i n t ( i ) is the singleton type for integer expressions with value equal to i.
We use q5 /= P for a satisfaction relation, which means P holds under 4, that is, the formula (q5)P, defined below, is satisfied in the domain of integers.
(.)(a = Q,
For instance, the satisfaction relation
holds since the following formula is true in the integer domain.
Note that the decidability of the satisfaction relation depends on the constraint domain. For the integer constraint domain we use here, the satisfaction relation is decidable (as we do not accept nonlinear integer constraints).
We use IIa : 7.7 and C a : 7.7 for the usual dcpendent function and sum types, respectively. We use A for abstracting over index variables, lam for abstracting over variables, and fun for forming recursive functions. Note that the body after either A or fun must be a value. We use (i I e) for packing an index i with an expression e to form an expression of a dependent sum type, and open for unpacking an expression of a dependent sum type.
Static Semantics
We write 4 I -T : * to mean that 7-is a legally formed type under 4 and omit the standard rules for such judgments. We write dom(r) for the domain of r, that is, the set of variables declared in r. Given 
Erasure
w e can simply transform ML,"." into a language AIL^ by erasing all syntax related to type index expressions in kIL;"' .
Then hIL0 basically extends simply typed Xcalculus with recursion. Let le1 be the erasure of expression e. We have el reducing to e2 in RIlLy'" implies /el I reducing to le2( in MLo. Therefore, if e is terminating in ML,"" then le1 is terminating in MLo. This is a crucial point since the evaluation of a program in ML;"" is (most likely) done through the evaluation of its erasure in MLo. Please find more details on this issue in [ 18, 141.
'For instance, it is suggested that one present the dynamic semantics in the style of natural semantics and then later form the notion of reducibility for evaluation rules.
We combine metrics with the dependent types in ML,"", forming a language ML, ?: .
We then prove that every welltyped program in ML,",$ is terminating, which is the main technical contribution of the paper.
Metrics
We use 5 for the usual lexicographic ordering on tuples of natural numbers and < for the strict part of 5. Given, two tuples of natural numbers ( i l , . . . , i n ) and (2; , . .
. . z:L,) holds if n = n' and for some 0 5 k 5 n , i j = is for j = 1,. . . , k -1 and ik < ik. Evidently, < is a well-founded. We stress that (in theory) there is no difficulty supporting various other well-founded orderings on natural numbers such as the usual multiset ordering. We fix an ordering solely for easing the presentation. 
Dynamic and Static Semantics
The dynamic semantics of ML,",; is formed in precisely the same manner as that of MLy" and we thus omit all the details.
The difference between ML;:$ and ML~'" lies in static semantics. There are two kinds of typing judgments in The typing rules in ML,?g for a judgment of form 4; l? t e : T are essentially the same as those in ML,"" except the following ones.
We present the rules for deriving metric typing judgments in 
Reducibility
We define the notion of reducibility for well-typed closed expressions. Proof By induction on the complexity of T .
H
The following is a key notion for handling recursion, which, though natural, requires some technical insights. 
Definition 3.7 (Li-Reducibility

< po.
In some sense, the following lemma verifies whether the notion of reducibility is formed correctly, where the difficulty probably lies in its formulation rather than in its proof.
Lemma 3.9 ( M~i t i
Lernnia) Assurne 
Extensions
We can extend MLf,$ with some significant programming features such as mutual recursion, datatypes and polymorphism, defining the notion of reducibility for each extension and thus making it clear that Lemma 3.9 still holds after the extension. We present in this section the treatment of mutual recursion and currying, leaving the details in [ 161.
Mutual Recursion
The treatment of mutual recursion is slightly different from the standard one. The syntax and typing rules for handling mutual recursion are given in Figure 5 . We use 
. . , j n and we form a metric typing judgment 4; r t e <<f po for verifying that all labels of f1, . . . , fn in e are less than PO under 4. The rules for deriving such a judgment are essentially the same as those in Figure 4 except (<<-lab), which is given below.
The rule (<<-funs) for handling mutual recursion is straightforward and thus omitted. 
Currying
A decorated type must so far be of form Ila' : ?. , U =+ T and this restriction has a rather unpleasant consequence. 
Practice
We have implemented a type-checker for ML; , :
in a prototype implementation of DML and experimented with various examples, some of which are presented below. We also which is formally written as Ha1 : nat.int(a1) t Ha2 : nat.int(a2) + Ea : nat.int(a). address the practicality issue at the end of this section.
If we decorate T with a metric p, then p can only involve the index variable a l , making it impossible to verify that the implementation is terminating.
We generalize the form of decorated types to the following so as to address the problem. 
Examples
We demonstrate how various programming features are handled in practice by our approach to program termination verification.
Primitive Recursion
The following is a n implementation of the primitive recursion operator R in Godel's 7 , which is clearly typable in MLf,$. Note that 2 and S are assigned the types Nat(0) and IIn : nat.Nat(n) -+ Nut(n + l ) , respectively.
datatype Nat with nat = Z ( 0 ) I {n:nat} S(n+l) of Nat(n)
( * Nat is for [n:natl Nat(n) in a type * ) By Corollary 3.10, it is clear that every term in 7 is terminating (or weakly normalizing). This is the only example in this paper that can be proven terminating with a structural ordering. The point we make is that though it seems "evident" that the use of R cannot cause non-termination, it is not trivial at all to prove every term in 7 is terminating.
Notice that such a proof cannot be obtained in Peano arithmetic. The notion of reducibility is precisely invented for overcoming the difficulty [12] . Actually, every term in 7 is strongly normalizing, but this obviously is untrue in M L ?~.
Nested Recursive Function Call
The program in Figure 6 involving a nested recursive function call implements McCarthy's "91" function. The withtype clause indicates that for every integer 2 , f 9 l ( z ) returns integer 91 if z 5 100 and 2 -10 if z 2 101. We informally explain why the metric in the type annotation suffices to establish the termination of f91; for the inner call to f91, we need to prove that 4 max(0,lOl -(i + 11)) < max(0,lOl -i) is satisfied for 4 = i : int,i 100, which is obvious; for the outer call to f91, we need to verify that $1 /= max(0,lOl -j ) < max(0,lOl -i ) , where 41 is 4, j : int, P and P is Figure 7 implements quicksort on a list, where the functions qs and par are dcfined mutually recursively. We informally explain why this program is typablc in i\'lLfz and thus qs is a terminating function by Corollary 3.10.
Mutual Recursion The program in
For the call to p m in the body of qs, the label is (0 + 0 + U , n + l), where a is the length of zs'. So we nced to verify that 4 I= (0 + 0 + a , a + 1) < ( i d , 0) is satisfied for 4 = 7 1 : n u t , U : n u t , U + 1 = 71, which is obvious.
For the two calls to ( I S in thc body of par, we need to verify that q5 /= ( p , 0) < ( p + q + r , r + 1) and q5 /= ( q , 0) < (p+q+r, r+1) for g5 = p : ,nut, q : n u t , r : n a t , T = 0, both of which hold sincc 4 p 5 p + q and 4 k q 5 p + q and q5 /= 0 < 1. This also indicates why we need T + 1 instead of T in the metric for par.
For the two calls to par in the body of' par. we need
and 4
( p + ( q + I ) + n , n ) < ( p + q + i.,r) for 0, = p : m t , q : nat,r : nat,n : 72at,r = a + 1, both of which hold since 4 k ( p + 1) + q + a = p + q + 7' and 4 k ;U + ( q + 1) + CL = p + q + r and 4 /= a < r . Clearly, this example can not be handled with a structural ordering.
Higher-order Function
The program in Figure 8 implements a function accept that takes a pattern p and a string s and checks whether s matches p , where the meaning of a pattern is given in the comments.
The auxiliary function acc is implemented in continuation passing style, which takes a pattern p , a list of characters cs and a continuation k and matches a prefix of cs against p and call k on the rest of characters. Note that k is given a type that allows k to be applied only to a character list not longer than cs. The metric used for proving the termination of CLCC is (n,i), where n is the size of p , that is the number constructors in p (excluding E m p t y ) and i is the length of cs. Notice (n, i) . By Corollary 3.10, acc is terminating, which implies that accept is terminating (assuming explode is terminating). In every aspect, this is a non-trivial example even for interactive theorem proving systems.
Notice that the test length(&) = l e n g t h ( c s ) in the body of acc can be time-consuming. This can be resolved by using a continuation that accepts as its arguments both a character list and its length. In [ 5 ] , there is an elegant implementation of accept that does some processing on the pattern to be matched and then eliminates the test.
Run-time Check
There are also realistic cases where termination depends on a program invariant that cannot (or is difficult to) be captured in the type system of DML. For instance, the following example is adopted from an implementation of bit reversing, which is a part of an implementation of fast Fourier transform (FFT).
Obviously, loop(1,O) is not terminating. However, we may know for some reason that the second argument of loop can never be 0 during execution. This leads to the following implementation, in which we need to check that k > 1 holds before calling loop(j -k , k / 2 ) so as to guarantee that k / 2 is a positive integer.
It can now be readily verified that loop is a terminating function. This example indicates that we can insert run-time checks to verify program termination, sometimes, approximating a liveness property with a safety property.
Practicality
There are two separate issues concerning the practicality of our approach to program termination verification, which are (a) the practicality of the termination verification process and (b) the applicability of the approach to realistic programs. ' Note that l e n g t h ( c s ' ) and l e n g t h ( c s ) have the types int(i') and i n t ( z ) , respectively, and thus length(cs') = l e n g t h ( c s ) has the type bool(z' = 2 ) . where z' = i equals 1 or 0 depending on whether z' equals z . As for the applicability of our approach to realistic programs, we use the type system of the programming language C as an example to illustrate a design decision. Obviously, the type system of C is unsound because of (unsafe) type casts, which are often needed in C for typing programs that would otherwise not be possible. In spite of this practice, the type system of C is still of great help for capturing program errors. Clearly, a similar design is to allow the programmer to assert the termination of a function in DML if it cannot be verified, which we may call termination cast. Combining termination verification, run-time checks and termination cast, we feel that our approach is promising to be put into practice.
sinall. Based on our experience with DML, we thus feel that
Related Work
The amount of research work related to program termination is simply vast. In this section, we mainly mention some related work with which our work shares some similarity either in design or in technique.
Most approaches to automated termination proofs for either programs or term rewriting systems (TRSs) use various heuristics to synthesize well-founded orderings. Such approaches, however, often have difficulty reporting comprehensible information when a program cannot be proven terminating. Following [ 131, there is also a large amount of work on proving termination of logic programs. In [ 1 I], it is reported that the Mercury compiler can perform automated termination checking on realistic logic programs.
However, we address a different question here. We are interested in checking whcther a given metric suffices to establish the termination of a program and not in synthesizing such a metric. This design is essentially the same as the one adopted in [IO] , where it checks whether a given structural ordering (possibly on high-order terms) is decreasing in an inductive proof or a logic program. Clearly, approaches based on checking complements those based on synthesis.
Our approach also relates to the semantic labelling approach [I91 designed to prove tcrmination for term rewriting systems (TRSs). The essential idea is to differentiate function calls with labels and show that labels are always decreasing when a function call unfolds. The semantic labelling approach requires constructing a model for a TRS to verify whether labelling is done correctly while our approach does this by type-checking. The notion of sized types is introduced in [6] for proving the correctness of reactive systems. There, the type system is capable of guaranteeing the termination of well-typed programs. The language presented in [6] , which is designed for embedded functional programming, contains a significant restriction as it only supports (a minor variant) of primitive recursion, which can cause inconvenience in programming. For instance, it seems difficult to implement quicksort by using only primitive recursion. From our experience, general recursion is really a major programming feature that greatly complicates program termination verification. Also, the notion of existential dependent types, which we deem indispensable in practical programming, does not exist in [6] . systems such as NuPrl [2] , Coq [4] , Isabelle [8] and PVS [9] , our approach to program termination is weaker (in the sense that [many] fewer programs can be verified terminating) but more automatic and less obtrusive to programming. We have essentially designed a mechanism for program termination verification with a language interface that is to be used during program development cycle. We consider this as the main contribution of the paper. When applied, the designed mechanism intends to facilitate program error detection, leading to the construction of more robust programs.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an approach based on dependent types in DML that allows the programmer to supply metrics for verifying program termination and proven its correctness.
We have also applied this approach to various examples that involve significant programming features such as a general form of recursion (including mutual recursion), higher-order functions, algebraic datatypes and polymorphism, supporting its usefulness in practice.
A program property is often classified as either a safety property or a liveness property. That a program never performs out-of-bounds array subscripting at run-time is a safety property. It is demonstrated in [ 171 that dependent types in DML can guarantee that every well-typed program in DML possesses such a safety property, effectively facilitating runtime array bound check elimination. It is, however, unclear (a priori) whether dependent types in DML can also be used for establishing liveness properties. In this paper, we have formally addressed the question, demonstrating that dependent types in DML can be combined with metrics to establish program termination, one of the most significant liveness properties.
Termination checking is also useful for compiler optimization. For instance, if one decides to change the execution order of two programs, it may be required to prove that the first program always terminates. Also, it seems feasible to use metrics for estimating the time complexity of programs. In lazy function programming, such information may allow a compiler to decide whether a thunk should be formed. In future, we expect to explore along these lines of research.
Although we have presented many interesting examples that cannot be proven terminating with structural orderings, we emphasize that structural orderings are often effective in practice for establishing program termination. Therefore, it seems fruitful to study a combination of our approach with structural orderings that handles simple cases with either automatically synthesized or manually provided structural orderings and verifies more difficult cases with metrics supplied by the programmer.
